
stokke® sleepi™ 
Your first bed turns  
into your second.  
And your third.  
And fourth!™
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Dream together.
Grow together.™

the stokke® sleepi™ bed’s distinctive narrow oval shape creates a nest-like 

environment that is soft and safe, cosy and curvaceous - a secure, practical, enclosed 

area where your child’s rich and unique fantasy life will know no limits. With adjustable 

height positions as well as the ability to grow with your child, stokke® sleepi™ expands 

to accommodate the changing needs - and sizes - of childhood while maintaining a 

comforting familiarity. the wheels mean that your baby can follow you as you move 

around the house, keeping you both comfortable, even during those daytime naps. 

Mmm… We’re getting sleepy just thinking about it.
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the stokke® sleepi™ Mini’s narrow wooden 

form gives your baby a sense of security 

whilst allowing you to wheel your baby 

around the house, never out of sight.  

enough sleep for your baby and hopefully 

enough sleep for you.

Always close.

Fitted with soft wheels to move around the house.

Wheels

Form that fits easily
through door openings.

shape

stokke® sleepi™ beneFits

stokke® sleepi™ is an evolving bed that your child can never outgrow.  
it moves, grows and develops - just like your child.

the stokke® sleepi™ Concept
stokke®  extended Warranty
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ADJUSTABLE 
MATTRESS 
HEIGHT
For your childs own 
safety, preventing falls 
and making it easier on 
your back when lifting in 
and out

FITS THROUGH 
DOORS 
(stokke® sleepi™ Mini)
the width of 67 cm allow you to bring 
it with you during baby's daytime naps

MOBILE
so that you can move your  
child around the house to keep  
close to you

LONGEVITY
solid beech wood  
and designed to grow

GROWS IN 
LENGTH
one bed that can be 
adapted as your child grows

H
: 

87
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inside from 75 cm  to 165 cm
outside from 82 to 172 cm



For newborn

STOKKE® SLEEPI™ Mini
0-6 Months
includes: mattress and drape rod
(size of bed 67x82 cm)

the stokke® sleepi™ Mini is the perfect first bed 
for your baby. it creates a nestlike environment that 
is comfortable and secure. smooth action lockable 
wheels can be used to rock your baby gently to sleep, 
and makes your crib easy to move from room to room.

Your first bed...
For baby

STOKKE® SLEEPI™ Bed
0-18 Months

the stokke® sleepi™ Mini converts easily into stokke® 
sleepi™ bed, creating a familiar environment for 
your baby. Adjust the height positions as your child 
grows. the bed extension is available as an add-on to 
stokke® sleepi™ Mini.

…turns into your second.

bed extension + mattress  
(size of bed 74x127 cm)



the stokke® sleepi™ bed accommodates your baby’s 
changing development. once your baby reaches the 
curious climbing stage, you can remove one side of 
the bed for easy access, and to boost feelings of  
freedom and independence.

And third.
the stokke® sleepi™ Junior is a comfortable bed 
for children up to around ten years old. Doubles-
up as a practical mini-sofa, perfect for the 
playroom. stokke® sleepi™ Junior can even turn 
into two chairs. the Junior extension is available 
as an add-on to stokke® sleepi™ bed.

And fourth!
For Junior

STOKKE® SLEEPI™ Junior 
3 - approx. 10 Years

For toddler

STOKKE® SLEEPI™ Bed
18 Months - 3 Years

Junior extension + mattress   
(size of bed 77x172 cm)

(size of bed 74x127 cm)



oeko tex

stokke® textiles rAnge

Sleepingbag

65 cm 
90 cm

Flat Sheet
MINI 
35 x 40 cm +  
100 x 100 cm 
SLEEPI 
40 x 60 cm +  
100 x 140 cm

Classic White

White

Bumper

336 x 27 cm 

Classic beige

beige White

Mini Bumper

237 x 25 cm 

Canopy

240 x 150 cm  

Classic rose

rose

Cover

100 x 100 cm 

Blanket

100 x 80 cm  

Dots blue

Bedlinen

40 x 60 cm +  
100 x 135 cm 

40 x 45 cm +  
100 x 140 cm 

Fitted Sheet
SLEEPI MINI  
58 x 73 cm  
SLEEPI 
69 x 122 cm
SLEEPI JUNIOR  
74 x 167 cm

Hooded towel

107 x 79 cm

Available in these colours:

Available in these colours: Available in:

stokke® nUrserY ColleCtion

AWArDs AnD CertiFiCAtes:

stokke® sleepi™ complies with en 1130:1996  en 716:2008   
As/nZs 2172:2003  AstM F2194-07a1  AstM F406-08  AstM F1821-06

the stokke® nursery Collection

the stokke® bounce ‘n’ sleep is a 
unique, flexible daybed and bouncer 
concept that changes function  
depending on you and your  
baby’s needs.

stokke® Care™ is a changing  
table that becomes a desk and  
a bookshelf and a tV stand -  
but first and foremost it’s a tool 
to make the nappy changing 
enjoyable and intimate. 

Your children’s cherished 
possessions are just as important  
to them as yours are to you. 
stokke® keep™ is designed  
specifically for kids’ stuff, with 
easily accessible shelves and 
open doors and a base module 
created especially to take a  
child’s weight. 

the textiles for stokke® sleepi™ are approved by the  
international oeko-tex association. the oeko-tex standard 
100 test is based on internationally binding, scientifically 
proven parameters, and is revised annually in line with the 
latest legislation and research.

stokke® textiles are designed with your complete nursery 

in mind. Use stokke® textiles varied range of patterns and 
styles to create your own look. Use one colour or mix and 
match your colour scheme. All textiles are easily washable 
and designed with your baby in mind.

For more information and to see the entire range 
please visit www.stokke.com
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stokke® sleepi™ Mini stokke® sleepi™ Junior Chairsstokke® sleepi™ bed

Follow us! http://www.facebook.com/stokkebaby
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STOKKE® CARE™ STOKKE® KEEP™ STOKKE® BOUNCE 'N' SLEEP 

STOKKE® SLEEPI™ 



www.stokke.com
to see the whole stokke® Collection


